Proposed Hydro-electric Generating Station at the Bala Falls
Too dangerous to be in the middle of a popular in-water recreational area
Would not comply with 2013 Environmental Approval
SaveTheBalaFalls.com
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The proponent’s plan is too dangerous
For both the proposed construction and operation, the
proposed plan would be too dangerous …
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Water would be dangerous outside of downstream
safety boom

2

To be safe, the upstream safety boom would need to
be farther upstream

3

The upstream cofferdam would risk damage to
crucial infrastructure
• both MNRF’s Bala north dam and District’s highway bridge
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1
Unaddressed operating concern

Proposed downstream safety boom
(Drowning unsuspecting tourists)
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Proposed generating station would make the water dangerous
outside of their proposed downstream safety boom

Proposed hydro-electric generating
station
Proposed downstream safety
boom

Proponent’s flow simulation

Canoe path to and from proposed
portage

Township’s Portage Landing
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Background – MNRF and CDA
 MNRF’s 2011 Public Safety Measures Plan
for the Bala Dams requires the public be
warned in advance of flow changes to
the Moon River
 Canadian Dam Association’s 2011
Guidelines for Public Safety Around Dams
states: “A safety boom acts as a physical
barrier to delineate a dangerous water
area.”
• Canadian Oxford Dictionary: “Delineate” – serve
as the outline of
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Background – Transport Canada
 Transport Canada’s 2012 Review stated
water velocities up to 0.5 to 0.7 m/s are
safe
• Proposed project would create flows more than
twice this, outside of the proposed safety boom

 Transport Canada’s 2014 approval under
the 2014 Navigation Protection Act
• Considered boating only in Lake Muskoka
 Did

not assess boating in the Moon River

• Did not assess in-water recreation anywhere,
such as the swimming, wading, and Scuba diving
which are so popular
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Proposed generating station would make the water dangerous
outside of their proposed downstream safety boom
Proposed hydro-electric generating
station would start without
warning
Proposed downstream safety
boom
Proponent’s flow simulation shows
water outside of proposed safety
boom would be at least double the
speed considers safe
Proponent’s proposed portage
would encourage canoeing and
kayaking through dangerous water
outside of safety boom

Township’s Portage Landing
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2
Unaddressed operating concern

Proposed upstream safety boom
(Location required for safety would bankrupt an important local business)
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Upstream safety boom location
 Internal 2007 document Guidance
Document for Water Control Structures
• Provides methods to determine distance
upstream of hazard for safety booms

 These methods were used in the 2011
Public Safety Measures Plan for the Bala
Dams to determine the upstream safety
boom for the Bala north dam needed to
be relocated 15 m farther upstream,
which was done in 2013
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Required to be farther upstream
 Transport Canada’s
methods require the
upstream safety boom
to be farther upstream
due to the intake for
proposed generating
• By 10 m due to remote
operation
• Plus 13 m width of intake

 Result would be boats could not reach Purk’s Place docks
• Riparian rights are protected by law, so infringement is not allowed
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3
Unaddressed construction concern

Proposed upstream cofferdam
(Risks damaging both MNRF’s Bala north dam and District’s highway
bridge, flooding the Moon River and requiring a 50 km detour)
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Background – soldier pile cofferdam
Drawing is from proponent’s 2012 Addendum

 During the proposed
construction, an
upstream cofferdam
would be needed to
keep water from the
intake excavation

• The proponent’s schemes which received Environmental Approval
did not threaten damage to other’s crucial infrastructure
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Background – highway bridge and north dam
 Intake would be here
• Requiring cofferdam
during construction
to keep water away

Support piers

 View looking south
• Left: District Municipality of Muskoka’s Muskoka Road 169 bridge
over the Bala north channel
• Right: MNRF’s Bala north dam
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Background – soldier pile cofferdam
 Proponent is now
planning a soldier pile
cofferdam
• Similar to this retaining
wall, it would have
vertical steel beams
with horizontal timber
lagging between those
beams
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Anchoring the steel beams
 The steel beams would be
anchored by boring into
the bed of the Bala north
channel
• Proponent’s drawing shows a
vertical beam every 8', each in
a hole bored 1' in diameter
and 5' deep
• Boreholes would be directly
adjacent to dam and bridge
piers, and to intake excavation

Cofferdam wall
must hold back
over 10' of water
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Upstream cofferdam proposal
 Proponent’s new upstream
cofferdam proposal risks
damage to both the MNRF’s
Bala north dam and the
District’s bridge
• Their previous cofferdam proposal
would not comply with the MNRF’s
cofferdam lowering plan
• Damage to the dam could result in
flooding the Moon River
• Damage to the bridge could result in
a 50 km detour for months

 These risks have not been conveyed to all stakeholders
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But wait, it gets worse
 This larger view of
the proponent’s
October 20, 2016
drawing shows other
concerns
• Mount for proposed
construction crane
would obstruct flow
through sluice 6, which
MNRF would not allow
• Settling tanks in the Don’s Bakery parking lot are not allowed by the
proponent’s lease from the Township of Muskoka Lakes

 Proponent is providing conflicting information to stakeholders
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Summary
 It would be unprecedented to locate such a proposed
project in the middle of an in-water recreational area
• The MNRF has no experience with such an extreme situation, yet
the proponent has not shown how, or even if they could operate
this safely
• The Moon River would be dangerous outside of their proposed
downstream safety boom
• The upstream safety boom needs to be farther upstream
• The planned upstream cofferdam risks damage to crucial
infrastructure

 The proponent is providing conflicting information
• The purpose of environmental assessments is to avoid such
secretive and selective disclosures
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